The difference quotient is of course taken to mean fix) when y = x. FitzGerald f2] recently provided the first proof of the sufficiency of condition (1) by extending Mercer's theorem on the eigenfunction expansion of a nonnegative symmetric kernel, while Loewner's two papers [3] and [4] together show its necessity using his theory of the generation of univalent mappings by the composition of infinitesimal transformations.
We shall show that necessity is an immediate consequence of the classical Grunsky inequalities for univalent mappings, and that sufficiency may be deduced from an elementary inequality between a nonnegative Hermitian quadratic form and its associated bilinear form.
2. Lemmata, notation, and a reduction of the theorem. Let Kix, y) be a C2 real-valued symmetric kernel. We shall write "Kix, y)^~0 on S" whenever the quadratic form I I hix)Kix. y)hij)dxdy ^ 0 for every function fr(x) in the class J. 
Proof. Since we may approximate h(x) in absolute mean by compactly supported functions, we may assume that h(x) =u(x)-\-iv(x), where u, vECo(a, b). But (2) is then equivalent to In particular, we have condition (1"). Then G(z, f) has a singularity on Srr We know that 0<ro^=l and must prove that r0 = 1. Suppose r0<l, let r<r0 and let h(z) be any function regular ana(5) I WO I ^Giz',z').
Thus, there are no singularities of type (a). If (b) were the case, choose two points z', z"EDr<) near Zi, z2ESTQ respectively for which | G(z', z")| S>supj-,zer)r3| G(z, f)|=Jlf, choose TE&, passing through z' and z", where r0>r->max(|z'|, |z"|), and choose two sequences {&"(z)}, {pniz)} of polynomials as approximate identities on T based at z' and z" respectively. Let fe"(z) = fe"(z) +£"(z) and repeat the above limiting process to conclude that | Giz', z') + 2G(z', z") + Giz", z") \ g G(s', z') + 2 Re Giz', z") + Giz", z") or, using (5), | Giz', z") | =S Giz', z') + | Giz', z") | + Giz", z") ^ M.
Thus, there are no singularities of type (b) either, and the proof is concluded.
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